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Abstract - In competitive environment companies are facing the challenges because of competitive world in terms of high
quality expectation, reduced cost of production, with better quality and increased productivity. Lean manufacturing is a
standard tool of the present business environment. Due to rapid changing in business domain the organizations are forcing to
face challenging and complexity. Any industries whether manufacturing firm or service oriented to stay because of its ability
to persistently and systematically get back to any changes for improving the market share and product value. So therefore
value addition process is required to achieve this excellence hence implementing a lean manufacturing system in fabrication is
becoming a key capability for any type of organizations to stay in market. Lean manufacturing have so many synonyms like
lean management, lean production, It is very useful tool for reducing the non-value added time. Lean manufacturing is an
ideology to reduce the time between customer orders arrived to products or components is ready for the dispatch by
eliminating all wastes. It is a consolidate sub-system that gives production of goods or services with minimizing capital or over
all costs. And also develop about lean, what is lean manufacturing, what are the various lean tools, why it is needed, and what
is the method of reducing waste by introducing lean tool.
Keywords: Fabrication Process, Toyota Production System, Lean production system, gemba walk, Fabrication SIPOC
Diagram, kaizen.

1. INTRODUCTION
The word lean manufacturing was first used in 1988 by Krafcik and it was taken from the famous book entitled The
Machine that Changed the World: The Story of Lean Production. Lean production is used by TPS (Toyota production
system) and primarily aims to eliminate the wastes (muda) from production environment. Waste “muda” define by Taiichi
Ohno, it is a human activity, which consumed resources but does not create or add value in the final output.
Lean production is an approach to management that focuses on removing waste those are generated during processes,
while ensuring quality. Lean production aims to reduce costs by making the business more efficient and highly responsive
to the market needs. Lean manufacturing is the evidences that, what value added in the final output, by removing anything
else (which are not added value). Toyota is esteemed for the focusing on the reduction of the original seven wastes (Muda)
to improve overall customer’s value, but there are varying perspectives on how this is best achieved. The steady growth of
Toyota, from a small company to the world's largest automaker has focused attention on how it has achieved this success.
[1] [8]
The lean approach to managing operations is really about:
1) To create a continuous flow
2) To reduce non value added activity
3) To Selective use of automation
4) To install a continuous improvement competence.
Gemba walk
In the manufacturing world, a gemba walk is the action of walking around a shopfloor with the aim to identify problems
and improvement ideas. Gemba (also written “genba”): japanese word meaning “the actual place”. In business, Genba
refers where value creation happens, but also where most problems occurs. In lean manufacturing, the idea of Genba is
that the problems are visible, and the best improvement ideas will come from going to the Genba. The gemba walk is very
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important to sustain a company‟s continuous improvement culture. It represents the first step in a structured process that
aims to systematically identify improvement opportunities and transform these ideas into improvement plans.
Taiichi ohno, an executive at Toyota, led the development of the concept of the Gemba walk. The Gemba walk is an
opportunity for staff to stand back from their day-to-day tasks to walk the floor of their workplace to identify wasteful
activities. Gemba walk is designed to allow leaders to identify existing safety hazards, observe machinery and equipment
conditions, ask about the practiced standards, gain knowledge about the work status and build relationships with
employees. The objective of Gemba walk is to understand the value stream and its problems rather than review results or
make superficial comments. Along with Genchi genbutsu or "go, look, see", Gemba walk is one of the 5 lean guiding
principles that should be practiced by Lean leaders on a daily basis. The Gemba walk is an activity that takes management
to the front lines to look for waste and opportunities to practice Gemba kaizen, or practical shopfloor improvement. [7]

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of this research is to develop a better plan for the fabrication and identify wastes on shop floor and make
recommendations for improvement. It is also believe that the company uses this fabrication planning for the similar
fabrication job manufacturing, in order to increase productivity and remove the non-value added activity from the process
plan. And also improve the quality of goods produced by the company, while at the same time reducing costs, total cycle
time, human effort.
The literature gives broad knowledge about the lean manufacturing tools and its applications at various business firms.
The data collected from the various resources was very useful in measuring and analyzing the current production system
and also gave useful knowledge about the modifications that must be made to the fabrication processes to achieve flow by
continuous elimination of wastes from planning stage.
The company analyzes problems such as low productivity, and some manual gas cutting and marking on fabrication shop.
There are a number of reasons for these problems including operation fatigue, wrong welding procedure, lot of time
consuming in plate for setup, manual marking. The fabrication process absorbed smooth and sorted out during gemba on
shop floor (actual place), but when studied closely and find out, much inefficient operation can be identified, all collectively
adding to the problems named above. Form a ‘lean’ Six Sigma approach, many of these problems of the fabrication process
can be corrected by changing the process planning of the fabrication. Close looks at the process planning demonstrate
mostly three types of wastes that ‘lean’ manufacturing tries to eliminate, are present in the process planning. It is thus an
ideal technique for a ‘lean’ manufacturing transformation.
2.1 Research Objective
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Function involved in product design and fabrication process planning
Main task undertaken during process planning
Improve productivity
Remove non value add activity

2.2 Types of Wastes
The elimination of waste is the goal of lean Toyota defined three broad types of waste 3Mus.
Muri (Strain) - all the unreasonable work that management impose on workers and machine because of poor
organization like heavy weight, moving things around, dangerous tasks, even working significantly faster than usual. It is
pushing a person or a machine beyond its natural limits. This may simply be asking a greater level of performance from a
process than it can handle without taking shortcuts and informally modifying decision criteria.
Mura (Discrepancy) - it is the variation and inconsistency in quality and volume in both products and human conditions.
Muda (Waste) - it specific any human activity. According to tapping (2002) “the ultimate lean target is the total
elimination of waste. Waste, or muda, is anything that adds cost to the product without adding value.
Wastes can be classified into seven categories-
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Overproducing: Producing components that are neither intended for stock nor planned for sale immediately.
II. Waiting: Refers to the idle time between operations.
III. Transport: Moving material more than necessary.
IV. Processing: Doing more to the product than necessary and the customer is willing to pay.
V. Inventory: Excess of stock from raw materials to finished goods.
VI. Motion: Any motion that is not necessary to the completion of an operation.
VII. Defects and spoilage: Defective parts that are produced and need to be reworked [6]
3.0 Research Methodology
The project methodology adopted to conduct the investigation was the first three steps of the Lean Six Sigma DMAIC
(define, measure, analyze, improve and control) process. In define step, define the problem or research goal are addressed.
To have first knowledge of the production process and to be familiar with the each and every activities being performed at
the floor shop, we went through Gemba technique the facility and identified each operation process involved from first
stage to last stage, identified all the processes like cleaning, setup, welding, Grinding, Marking, cutting etc. And observed
how the material flowed from one operation to another. The data is collected using an interview and questionnaire survey
and Gemba walk, brain storming session were conducted only on bold word in SPIOC diagram to identify the problem.
Because of very long cycle time of the job, fabrication operation is most important part and also it will take more cycle
time. Because of more cycle time, non-value added activity is more.
The Measuring step involved Measure the problem or non-value activity and process from which it was
Fabrication SIPOC Diagram
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produced and measuring time wastes in the process by using the time study. It helps to understand and streamline work
processes using the lean tools and techniques of Lean Manufacturing.
The Analyze step produced bar charts of time usage. The Analysis step remained to be completed in order to identify all
the root causes of unnecessary time used and operation. The Improve step, where gives solutions to root cause are tested,
and the Control step, where improvement are introduced into the business operation to prevent problems recurring, also
remained undone. Bar chart was used to verify the results. Return for investment was also calculated to check the
feasibility. [4] [5]
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3.2 Development of lean techniques
The tool SIPOC and Gemba walk was used for find out the improvement area and reduction of wastes scope. The SIPOC
process map is essential for identifying the way processes occur currently and how those processes should be modified
and improved throughout the remaining phases of DMAIC. To find the various causes and their remedies brainstorming
session was conducted. SIPOC are useful for focusing a discussion and helping team members agree upon a common
language and understanding of a process for continuous improvement. It was effective and creative thinking technique. It
helps to get a large number of ideas from a group in short time. The following steps in a brainstorming session.
1. Announced the purpose of the meeting to everyone.
2. Encourage valuable ideas
Wrote all the ideas suggested once all the ideas have been mentioned and recorded, time was taken to answer to answer
question and clarifies the suggestions.
3.3 Methods to improve above problems
1.

Process- Automation adopted at various stages, provision of follow sequence of operation, CNC gas cutting and
marking, and improving welding process.

2.

Design Modification– modification in the design as per functional requirement of manufacturing.

3.

New Fixture– Introducing new fixture as per requirement during fabrication of the job

4.

People- training for new workers, proper work distribution of work.

Based on the SIPOC diagram and the output of brainstorming and gemba walk developed value added (VA), necessary non
value added (NVA) and non-value added (NVA). Fabrication Process activity study is used to identify the waste or nonvalue added activity that occurs on each production process. By using the above method of improvement we identify the
waste time and processing time were reduced which lead to reduction in cycle time.
Research Analysis
Below table shown that the reductions of man hours in some major operation in fabrication shop only. Our main research
objective also focuses on fabrication process only. In the table shown that actual man hours required to manufacture the
job given in current process sheet. After the measuring the current problem and analyze these and suggested to the
improved hours for further manufacturing of these job, improvement hours given table below. All man hours detail in each
operation Collected during gemba walk and brainstorming session. These tables consider man hours for only one type of
job. But this analysis may be used to analyze for the further similar type of job also.
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Figure no.1 Bar chart For Initial and Improved Hours
1.0 Calculation of return of investment
Total cost for implementing the techniques including Fixture cost (Approximated value) = RS.25, 000/Time saving by the new process in fitting = 100 hours
Time saving by the new process in welding = 20 hours
Standard Fitting Cost per Hours = Rs 330
Standard Welding Cost per Hours = Rs 600
Fitting cost consider (Cleaning and Grinding, leveling and plumbing, manual Marking, Set-up, gas cutting, correction and
rework)
So, Expected saving per Job in fitting = Reduction hours X Fitting cost per hours = (
Expected saving per Job in fitting = Reduction hours X Welding cost per = (

) = Rs 33000/) = Rs 12000/-

Total saving per job = Fitting + Welding = Rs 45000/Total time saved per job = 120 hrs.
The above calculated improved productivity and role shows the new method is valid and feasible one.
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5.0 CONCLUSION
This paper presented a research work on Reduction in process cycle time in manufacturing industry. By implementing
lean manufacturing principle the unnecessary time for performing the fabrication operation were reduce by 120 hours,
which leads to cycle time reduction of the above fabrication process and productivity increased by 7.6%. This reduction in
the cycle time has significant impact on company’s productivity. The value stream map developed gave a good idea of the
process and the changes to be done. So the improved productivity by using of new technique in current environment is
valid and feasible.
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